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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE VISUAL RESOURCE

A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Abstract. Planning for the visual resource has always been difficult
because of the complex nature of the subject matter. Recent federal
legislation has generated a large amount of research on the problem
of scenic measurement. Using an adaptation of a visual analysis
system used by the Forest Service, a fourteen square mile planning
district in the Willamette Valley is assessed for "visual sensiti-
vity." A checklist of identifiable qualities in the landscape is
composed, and used to classify land uses for their potential impact
on the visual resource.

INTRODUCTION

Since passage of the Oregon Land Use Planning Act of 1973 (ORS 197.005-

197.430) cities and counties are required to: a) prepare and adopt com-

prehensive plans consistent with goals and guidelines approved by the Land

Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) and b) enact ordinance and

regulations to implement their comprehensive plans. At the present time,

LCDC's planning goals have the force and effect of law, and are binding

on Oregon's state agencies, cities, counties, special districts, and upon

CRAG (Herman, 1976).

One of LCDC's 14 state-wide planning goals specifically addresses

the scenic resource. Goal #5 states in part: "Programs shall be provided

that . . . protect . . . and promote healthy and visually attractive en-

vironments in harmony with the natural landscape character." . . . "The

location, quality, and quantity of the following resources shall be in-

ventoried: a. Land needed or desirable for open space; . . . f. Out-

standing views and sites."
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How does LCDC suggest that this should be accomplished? Among other

things: "State and federal agencies should develop state-wide natural

resource, open space, scenic and historic area plans and provide technical

assistance to local and regional agencies." (Goal #5, Guideline (b) (8).)

Federal agencies such as the U. S. Forest Service have already put

into operation plans and technical assistance programs for dealing with

the scenic resource. This has an effect on Oregon because 52% of the land

in the state is under federal jurisdiction (Uighsmith, 1973).

In recent years there have been a number of environmental laws passed

by the U. S. Congress which give direction to agency policy (Wilderness

Act of 1964, Wild and Scenic River Act of 1968, National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, et al.). As a

result of this legislation, an extensive amount of research has been

financed by the federal government on the topic of how to protect and

promote the scenic resource.

Even though the techniques for evaluating the scenic resource leave

much room for improvement, there is, at present, a large amount of informa-

tion available in this field (see bibliography). Unfortunately, few

planning agencies at the county level have been exposed to the research

that has been done in this area. As a result, the scenic resource is a

vague topic, dealth with indirectly, usually under the guise of open space,

agricultural land, or forest land. When it is necessary to make land use

decisions, there usually is not a systematic way to take the scenic re-

source into consideration.
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Obj ectives

In response to the problem stated above, the objectives of this

paper are:

1) From existing landscape assessment methods, adopt a visual

analysis process that will assist local planning agencies in

meeting the objectives of Goal #5.

2) Field test the system in an Oregon community.

3) From results of this test, and from other sources of landscape

evaluation material, compile a list of qualities of the land-

scape with which to analyze land uses for their potential im-

pact on the visual resource.

Problems In Measurement

The scenic resource is difficult to measure for a number of reasons.

1) The quality of scenery does not reside entirely in the scene, nor does

it reside in the observer. It resides precisely in the relationship which

exists at a given time between the two (Eckbo, 1965); 2) An infinite num-

ber of relationships involving space and form, lines, surfaces, and color

are possible and normal in the landscape. In order to discuss the scenic

resource, it is helpful to isolate individual characteristics in the land-

scape. This is a convenient simplification, but one must bear in mind that

nothing that is seen in the landscape is simple or disconnected. For this

reason there are no absolute design rules or guides (Litton, 1972).

A continum that is infinitely complex cannot be finitely measured.

Any attempt at evaluation of the scenic resource should recognize this

limitation from the outset.
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"Beauty whether it is man-made or natural, can never be

accurately measured. There is no reason, however, why

it should not be modeled. By defining the variables

associated with an object and a subject's perception of

it, a reasonable understanding of aestheticism may be

attained." (Coomber and Biswas, 1973)

METHODOLOGY

The model chosen in this study for evaluation of the visual resource

was developed by the U. S. Forest Service. This federal agency has with-

in its jurisdiction a significant part of the scenic resource of the

Western United States. This includes much of the scenic resource of

Oregon. It is not surprising that the Forest Service has been a pioneer

in developing models and systems for evaluating the scenic resource.

The model adapted for this study was taken from an article written

by Wayne D. Iverson (Iverson, 1975), a Regional Landscape Architect at

the California Region of the U. S. Forest Service, San Francisco. The

model attempts to define three aspects of the visual resource and to

aggregate them into a composite map that focuses on the overall considera-

tion of visual sensitivity.

The three aspects considered are the following:

1) Visual Prominence

- number of times seen

- length of time viewed

- screened areas
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2) Ability: to Absorb Modification

- the distance between the observer and the landscape

- the angle at which the observer views the landscape

- the variety of elements in the landscape

3) Visual Interest

- the scenic quality of the landscape

- places in the landscape that draw attention (focal points)

(Figures 1 and 2)

In the process of constructing the Visual Sensitivity Map, certain basic

questions had to be answered for each of the above listed aspects of the

map.

Second overlay: Visual Interest
(Scenic quality and focal points)

First overlay:
Ability to Absorb Modification
(Distance, angle of view,and variety)

Base: Visual Prominence
(Number of times seen
length of time seen, and
screened areas)

Figure 1. Composition of Final Map.
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Figure 2. Model Diagram Adapted from Iverson, 1975.

Visual Prominence

Row often is the lands cpe unit seen and how long is it viewed?

Can it be seen from major travel routes, or from an urban area? Is

it viewed just for a few fleeting moments by passing cars, or is it c-on-

stantly in view to townspeople where they live and work, or from vista

points?

Ability To Absorb Modification

Row well can the landscape unit absorb visual modification?

a. One aspect of the question is related to its distance from where

the landscape unit is most often viewed. Distances are categorized using

Litton's three-class distance rating system: foreground, 0 to ¼-½ mile;

middleground, ¼-½ to 3-5 miles; background, 3-5 miles to infinity. In



the foreground, immediate details are visible. The middleground is where

the viewer sees how the parts of the landscape relate to the whole. Re-

searchers have found that middleground is often more critical than fore-

ground because the viewer can see it in relationship to the total scene

in good detail (Iverson, 1975). Middleground is where man-madechanges

can be seen to blend with the landscape or where they can be seen to

conflict. The background landscape emphasizes landform outlines and edges.

In general, background landscapes are less conspicuous because light dif-

fuses with distance and contrasts created in the landscape are less notice-

able (Litton, 1968).

b. Another aspect of the question is the angle from which the land-

scape is viewed. The observers' angle of view plays an important role in

what is or is not seen. Litton refers to this criteria as observer posi-

tion. Observer position describes the elevation of the observer in rela-

tion to the object he is viewing. If he is below the object, he is re-

ferred to as observer inferior; if he is at the same level, he is called

observer normal; and if he is above the object, he is referred to as ob-

server superior. The apparent size and shape of a land use activity is

directly related to the angle between the viewer's line-of-sight and the

slope being viewed. An effort to screen out a land use activity will be

effective to a large degree depending on the position of the observer.

Also a change in apparent size and/or shape will occur when the observer

views a land use activity from different horizontal positions while he

remains at the same elevation (Litton, 1968).

"Within whatever landscape we care to consider, a crude

axiom may be suggested: 'the steeper the slope, the



greater the potential for visual vulnerability.'

Several reasons support this -- one is perceptual,

another is impact scale and repair.

On flat gentle sites, we observe with nearly a level

line of sight. As a result, much is hidden by over-

lapping objects and perspective foreshortening. Screen-

ing is almost automatic. As we observe steeper and

steeper slopes rising in front of us, we see increasing

more of the slope surface and whatever it supports.

Screening is not apt to be effective. Thus the scale

of impact tends to grow with it . . ." (Litton, 1973)

c. A third aspect of the question is the variety that exists in

the landscape. The amount of variety in the landscape has a bearing on

how well the landscape unit can absorb modification. The impact of changes

in the visual landscape such as those which occur in man-made modifications

are going to be more noticeable in landscapes with just a few elements

than changes which occur in landscapes with a diversity of elements. Variety

in the landscape includes the variety of color, line, and texture, in the

vegetation, in landforms, and in man-made artifacts.

Visual Interest

What scenic qualities, or areas that will draw people's attention

(focal points), exist in the landscape unit?

Using a landscape inventory and evaluation process, estimate the

quality of scenery and identify focal points in the landscape unit.

These three considerations are: 1) the Visual Prominence; 2) the

Ability To Assorb Modification; 3) the Visual Interest overlayed together



produce the Visual Sensitivity p (Iverson, 1975).

Visual Sensitivitj

In each of the maps that combine to form the visual sensitivity map,

there are three categories of sensitivity. These are: high, moderate,

and low. When a high and low are overlayed together, they form a moderate.

With three maps going together to make the composite, there is always at

least a two-thirds majority for each classification in the Visual Sensiti-

vity Map (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Visual Sensitivity Map.
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FIELD APPLICATION

Area Description

The area chosen for demonstrating the visual sensitivity mapping

procedure is the Scio Planning District. The district includes the town

of Scio, Oregon, and a 14 square mile area surrounding the town. Scio is

located in Linn County approximately 18 miles north of Lebanon and 8 miles

south of Stayton on the eastern edge of the mid-Willarnette Valley (Figure

4).

Figure 4. Location of Study Area.
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The planning district is located in the Thomas Creek Basin. To the

north it is bounded by a series of rounded hills. These hills form a

prominent ridge sharply defining the northern wall of the Basin. The

southern boundary is composed of two landforms. Forming the southeast

boundary and adjacent to the town of Scio is Franklin Butte. This prominent

landforni rises abruptly from the valley floor. Its scale and proximity

to Scio make it a dominant feature in the area. A large hill known as

Rungry H.iil, rises less abruptly to the southwest forming the remaining

part of the southern boundary. To the east, the walls of the basin nar-

row as it approaches the Cascades. To the west they dissolve into the

broader expanse of the North Santiam Basin.

The planning district has an assortment of landscapes. It has both

wooded hills and a flat valley floor. It has developed and undeveloped

land, two rock quarries, and a stream (Thomas Creek) which runs the length

of the planning district dividing it into a northexn and southern half.

The community is rural in nature with residential development beginning

to take place in areas on the northwest edge of town and south of the

city around Franklin Butte. The only industrial development is located

two miles west of Scio in West Scio. Scio is known throughout the region

for its annual spring wool festival.

Mapping Procedure

The scenic assessment model chosen for this study has been greatly

simplified in this adapted version. This was necessary because the

original model referred to above was developed with the aid of computers,

and had the resources with which to take more sophisticated measurements.

The structure of the adapted model is similar to the original, however,
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so that the model produces a comprehensive map that combines 'several

important considerations into a single assessment. Of the time spent in

developing the model, about 40% of the time was spent In the field collect-

ing data, and field checking formation, and the other 60% was spent in

the office assembling the information.

Basic supplies used in making the model are as follows:

1 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic map

20 Xerox reduced copies of the topographic map

10 Sheets of acetate overlays

5 Different colored pens

3 Colored aerial photographs of the study area (July, 1975)

1 Stereo scope

1 Straight edge and scale

1 Protractor

The surveyor became familiar with the study area using the topographic

map and viewing stereo pairs of colored aerial photographs of the study

area. The three questions asked in the model about the visual landscape

were answered in order.

Visual Prominence p

How often is the landscape unit seen, and how long is It viewed? All

major through roads in the planning district were inventoried. These

roads are the major arterials for the study area and it was felt that the

landscape viewed from these roads was what most people of the area would

see in their everyday lives, as well as the part visible to those passing

through.
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Points were selected along the roads from where views could be in-

ventoried. Each point where the view opened up and offered a new per-

spective of the landscape was included in the inventory. The stops were

made on the average of about one every three tenths of a mile (Figure 5).

L)

V&sti /

Surv.y
P0 I i t s

I,

I,

S S.
())S 5S

-
S

S "S

2?

Figure 5. Location of Survey Points.

Using a 7.5 minute topographic map as reference, the extent of the

views were estimated, and marked on numerous copies of the topographic

map. The survey was run in both directions on the road, and all views

were recorded from the perspective of a passenger in a car. The survey

did not consider the limitations caused by the effect of movement. In

addition to recording the views on maps, they were also summarized in a

notebook. Later the individual maps were combined, showing where they
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overlapped with one another.

The same process used on the major roads was repeated for survey

points in the town of Scio, and front all known scenic vista points in the

area. Because landscapes seen front these locations would be viewed for

a greater length of time, views from these points were automatically

placed in the highest category of sensitivity.

Viewpoints selected within the city had to meet two criteria. They

had to be in a place frequently used by large numbers of the public, and

they had to afford views to landscapes outside the city. (The area inside

the city limits of Scio was not considered in this assessment.)

This part of the inventory was taken front the perspective of a ped-

estrian. Viewpoints surveyed within Scio included those in front of the

Post Office, the elementary and high schools, the Mobil Gas Station, and

similar high use areas.

One roadside scenic vista point located at the northeast corner of

the planning district alongside Richardson Gap Road was surveyed. It was

recorded on the map as the Richardson Gap vista.

Three categories were selected to record the information gathered.

Landscape areas seen from ten or more of the survey points, or those seen

from the Richardson Gap vista or from town were rated high. Landscapes

seen from five or more survey points were rated moderate. Landscapes

seen from less than five survey points were rated low.

The low category also included landscape segments that are screened

front view. Screening elements in the landscape include vegetation, topo-

graphy, and cultural artifacts. These sometimes block the observer's view.

In the Visual Prominence Map, some of these screened areas show up as
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small parcels of the low category surrounded by high sensitivity (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Visual Prominence Map.
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In addition to estimating the number of times a landscape 'ias viewed,

this part of the mapping procedure also gave the surveyor a good working

knowledge of elements in the landscape, information that was used several

times throughout the model.

Ability To Absorb Modification

How well can the landscape unit absorb visual modification? a. Dis-

tance Zones. How great is the distance from the viewer to the lanscape viewed?

From the same selected inventory points as used previously, the distance

from the observer to the landscape observed was estimated. Using Litton's

distance zone classification, views were divided into foreground, middleground,

and background. These classifications were plotted on a topographic map. Due

to the nature of the road network and the size of the study area, there was no
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landscape that met the criteria for background (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Distance.
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Landscapes classified as foreground and middleground were both con-

sidered in the high category for visual impact. Landscapes identified

above as being screened from view were treated the same as the background

category. That is, they were rated in the low sensitivity category.

b. Angle of View. At what vertical angle is the landscape observed?

This part of the model estimates the vertical angle at which the landscape

is viewed from the survey points. The vertical angles between the line

of sight of the viewer and the lanscape being viewed were estimated based

on the difference in elevation between the observer and the landscape

being observed.

Three broad categories were considered. Vertical angles of view were

generalized between high, landscapes viewed at a vertical angle greater
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than 15%; moderate, vertical angles greater than 4% but less than 15%;

and low, angles less than 4%. In some cases, the observer was in a normal

position looking across, in others the observer was in an inferior posi-

tion looking up, and in a few cases, the observer was in a superior posi-

tion looking down. In cases where two different observer positions over-

lapped the angle with the superior view was mapped.

In mapping the angle of view, the slope of the landscape being

viewed did not always directly determine the angle. What the map shows

is the angle at which the surveyor saw the landscape from specified in-

ventory points. Sometimes this angle was the same as the slope of the

land being viewed and sometimes it was quite different. For example,

from the superior viewing position on top of Leffler Grade (north of Scio),

the southbound view reveals a flat field below to the left of the road.

The landscape from this viewpoint is revealed to the viewer at the same

angle that would exist if the viewer were on flat ground looking across

at a landscape tilted toward him. It is, therefore, mapped accordingly

(Figure 8). The angle considered is relative to the position of the

viewer, plus the slope of terrain in view.

At what horizontal angle is the landscape observed? The horizontal

angle of view from the survey points was the second angle of view considered.

It was mapped using a protractor and a topographic map. The protractor

was placed on each survey point with the center on the point and the 900

axis facing the direction down the road in which the car was headed when

the survey point was originally inventoried.

Horizontal angles were measured between the line of sight of the

viewer and the landfortus being viewed. For landforms that sloped away



Figure 8. Vertical Angle of View.
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from the field of view, relative horizontal angles of view had to be cal-

culated. The original line of sight survey was very helpful here, because

it identified areas where the line of sight was blocked by elements in

the landscape. This had a significant effect on determining the boundaries

of the horizontal angle zones. The angles were placed into three broad

visual impact categories. These include: high, 200 or less of the land-

scape on either side of the road straight ahead; medium, the portion of

0 0
the viewed landscape that is between 20 and 55 from the center axis on

both sides of the road; low, the view that is greater than
550

from the

center axis on both sides of the road. Due to the configuration of the

study area in relation to the road network, none of the landscape fell

within the low category (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Horizontal Angle of View.

After the visual impact of both vertical angles and horizontal angles

was estimated on two separate maps, the two were joined together to form

one map that estimated the visual impact of the angle of view (Figure 10).

c. Variety. How much diversity exists in the landscape? Using

colored aerial photographs viewed through a stereoscope, and a topographic

map, the study area was inventoried for variety. Landscapes were looked

at for the amount of diversity they contained. The same three categories

were used for evaluation; high, moderate, and low.

Four general elements were considered. These were cultural patterns,

vegetation, landforms, and waterforms. (Waterform was visible indirectly

through the pattern of riparian vegetation that occurred along Thomas

Creek.) The study was field checked using the selected viewpoints.
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Figure 10. Angle of View (Composite).

It was found that such things as buildings, utility poles, signs,

fences, trees and shrubs, and small landforms, added a great deal to the

diversity of the landscape. When these elements were present in the land-

scape, the field of vision was divided into smaller segments. Elements

that had the opposite effect were larger parcels of the landscape that

contained the same texture, such as large segments of field or forest

cover, and large uniform land masses. As landscapes were divided into

smaller segments, the element of diversity increased.

Landscapes were rated high for sensitivity to change if they had only

one of the major elements listed above for variety. They were rated

moderate if they had two of the elements, and they were rated low if they

had three or more elements of diversity (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Variety in the Landscape.

d. Composite Map. These three maps, distance, angle of view, and

variety were combined into a composite map showing the ability of the

landscape to absorb modification. This map is referred to as the Ability

To Absorb Modification Map (Figure 12).

Visual Interest 2

What scenic qualities or focal points exist in the landscape unit?

This part of the model is much more difficult. The individual elements

that contribute to the scenic quality of the landscape are intricately

woven together so that it is difficult to put them in some kind of order.

In Appendix A, an explanation is given of some of the elements chosen

for inventorying the aesthetic qualities of the landscape. Appendix A

should help clarify why some of those elements were chosen to describe the
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Figure 12. Ability to Absorb Modification Map.

landscape.

The classification of scenic quality was adapted from the research

of R. Burton Litton. Mr. Litton is an associate professor of Landscape

Architecture, University of California, at Berkeley. Although much of

his work in the study of visual assessment has been published through the

U. S. Forest Service, the work adapted for this study was published for

the U. S. National Water Commission (Litton, et al., 1971).

The classification of scenic quality is discussed in two parts. The

first part deals with an inventory of the basic elements of the landscape.

The second part assesses their scenic quality.

Inventory The purpose of the inventory is to familiarize the sur-

veyor with the landscape's characteristics, and to organize the landscape
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into definable units. Because the information needed was to.be used at

the local level, the inventory was conducted at an appropriate scale.

This scale corresponded to Litton's "setting unit" classification. At

this scale the observer views the landscape from a viewpoint within the

landscape. By comparison, if the inventory were conducted for a larger

area, such as the Willamette Valley, the surveyor would focus the inven-

tory on a regional scale. This would put the forms in the landscape in

a different context.

Supplies used for the inventory and evaluation are as follows: one

7½ minute topography map, numerous reduced xerox copies of the map, one

stereo scope, acetate overlays, colored pens, and three colored aerial

photographs of the study area.

Figure 13 is a brief summary of the elements used in the inventory

to identify the landscape. Each of the elements listed in Figures 14-19

were inventoried and mapped separately.

After these individual elements were mapped, a second inventory was

conducted. This second inventory describes how the more general character-

istics of the landscape fit together. For this part of the inventory,

Litton's list of compositional types was used (Litton, 1968). These land-

scape types are as listed:

Panoramic Landscapes

Feature Landscapes

Enclosed Landscapes

Focal Landscapes

Canopied Lands capes

Detail Landscapes

Ephemeral Landscapes

A brief summary of these types is given in Appendix B. After the land-

scape types were identified, the inventory was concluded.
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Figure 13. LANDSCAPE INVENTORY

Contrasting Cultural Pattern -- e.g., built up area vs.
agricultural land, agricultural vs. wildiands, etc.
(see also Contrasting Veg. and Evidence of Human Impact)

Contrasting Landforta
BOUNDARY Contrasting Vegetations -- e.g., riparian strip vs. field
DEFINITION Silhouette Against Skyline -- e.g., usually ridge or shoul-

der line of landforms as seen against the sky, can also
include plants or water

Aerial Haze Distance -- the haze of distance can be one of
te_otside_boundaries

Regular Basins -- simple form with normal edges
Irregular Basins -- more complex form, irregular edges
Symmetrical Corridor -- with an open end, or with a closed
end that is a focal point

Asymmetrical Corridor (Single Sided) -- with an open end,
or with a closed end that is a focal point

One Sided Enclosure with a Consistent Side
ENCLOSURE One Sided Enclosure with an Irregular Side

Open Setting Unit without any Sides but with Focal Points
that Enclose the Unit

Open Setting Unit without any Sides and No Focal Points
to Enclose the Unit

Canopy :-_aEe that has an overhead cover (forest)

Flattened or Continuous and Easy Sloping
flood plain, alluvial fan, coastal pla

LANDFORNS Hill Formations -- rolling or continuing
order, rounded surfaces, or broken and
undulate ridges

Mountainousforrns_: rough and irregular

Surfaces -- e.g.,
in, plateau, etc.
in undulating
inconsistent yet

tovaring degrees.

Vegetation -- outstanding specimens, e.g., old growth
Douglas Fir, grove of old oaks

Water Features -- e.g., stream, waterfalls, pools, etc.
Escarpments
Peaks and Pinnacles
Domes, Rock Outcrops

NATURAL Canyons
FEATURES Natural Bridges

Caves
Isolated Landforms
Unusual Land Formations
Natural Scars -- e.g., burnt over forest land, flood path,
earth or mud slide debris avalanche

Tree Patterns
NATURAL Scrub Brush Pattern
VEGETATIVE Grass lands
PATTERNS Bare of Cover
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Figure 13. LANDSCAPE INVENTORY (Continued)

Agricultural Patterns
Man-Made Structures in Built Up Areas
Man-Made Structures Outside of Built Up AreasCULTURAL
Historical and Cultural Features -- e.g., churches, oldPATTERN

OF buildings, commercial activities indigenous to the area
Extraction of Raw Materials -- e.g., rock quarry
Road Scars

IMPACT
Clearing and Burning
Tree Harvesting

WATER EXPRESSION IN THE SETTING UNIT

Vantage Quality -- how it is viewed
Shore Element Most Prominent

PROMINENCE Water Element Most Prominent
Shore and Water Co-Equal Prominence
SetigDoinintes

Water not an Apparent Unit within the Setting Unit
(Transcends Setting Unit)

CONTINUITY
Water and Setting Define the Same Unit
More than One Water Unit Contained in_the Sating Unit

No Transition Between the Shore Edge and the Unit Edge
No Contrast Between Shore and Setting -- e.g., water body

TRANSITION on flat land with flat background
Marked Contrast Between Shore and Setting -- e.g., water
body on flat iand_with mountain background

Man-Made Structures Near on On the Water in Built Up Area
EVIDENCE Man-Made Structures Near or On the Water Outside of Built
OF Up Area
HUMAN Historical Features
IMPACT Pollution Sources

(Litton, et al., 1971)
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During the inventory process, the surveyor gained a knowledge of

individual elements in the landscape that help describe it. By mapping

them, the landscape was divided into units that could be evaluated. The

surveyor also became familiar with compositional landscape types in the

study area. With this information, the surveyor was prepared for the

next step, the evaluation of scenic quality.

Evaluation: To distinguish different levels of aesthetic value, it

is necessary to have something upon which to base a judgment. The criteria

used in this evaluation is adapted from the same source used in the in-

ventory (Litton, et al., 1971). Litton uses three interrelated criteria

that research has associated with aesthetic experience.

"These are not defined by recreational opportunities, nor

by personal opinions; neither are they a rationale made

to support whatever kinds of developmental needs that may

be identified. Three basic criteria are generally reco-

gnized: Unity, vividness, and variety. They may be

applied to a painting, to music, or to the landscape.

These criteria do not exist in isolation, they overlap

one another." (Litton, 1972)

Unity is that quality of a landscape which puts it all together.

It is the quality that a viewer sees when he/she views a landscape with

several elements which appear not as segreaged parts but rather as a co-

herent whole. The clearer this wholeness is expressed in the landscape,

the stronger the quality of unity, e.g., a country village.

Vividness is the quality that gives a landscape distinction. It is

an attractive force in the landscape. One of the best sources of vividness
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is that of contrast, such as where a flat prairie meets high mountains,

e.g., East approach to Glacier National Park, Montana.

Variety is the richness and diversity of a landscape. A landscape

rich in variety would have many different objects and relationships

present. But in order for variety to have aesthetic value, it must also

overlap with unity, i.e., the parts must be related to one another. An

example of variety that enhances the scenic quality in a landscape is that

of a mountain valley or a mountain lake basin.

Litton describes these criteria without trying to define their

"magnitude" in any given landscape. He does, however, give selected

examples of high-low comparisons of aesthetic quality for each of the

criteria. An adapted list of these examples is presented in Appendix C.

This list is used in this evaluation to make general categorization of

aesthetic quality.

Although physical data could be derived for some parts of the evalua-

tion, the author chose to make a subjective interpretation of high, low,

or medium. This could pose a weak point in the model, especially if this

interpretation were considered along with other land use interpretations

for which there were emperical data available, such as soil fertility,

community service costs, etc. But measuring scenic quality using an

emperical format is at the present time a complex task, requiring an amount

of time and technical formulations that seemed to the author impractical

to adopt for the local level. As an example, computing the actual width

of the valley floor vs. the height of its walls, etc. (The additional

resources available at the regional level could make this approach more

reasonable at that level.) The aesthetic evaluation used here stands on
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the assumption that even though it is a subjective judgement, the criteria

used are objective, the categories selected are broad, and as long as the

user is aware of its limitations, it can be quite useful.

Using the high-low comparative examples, each of the landscape ele-

ments described in the inventory was evaluated. The landscape was divided

into three categories of scenic quality. These are as follows: high,

moderate, and low. The individual elements that were mapped in the in-

ventory were graded individually using acetate overlays with different

colored pens. Grades were assigned based on examples from Litton's high-

low comparative list. The graded areas were then combined to form a com-

posite scenic quality map (Figure 20).

After the scenic quality map was completed, the major focal points

of the planning district were identified. Having already reviewed the

study area for landscape types, including focal landscapes and feature

landscapes, it was an easy task to gather this information. Focal points

were mapped on an acetate overlay over the scenic quality map (Figure 21).

Visual Sensitivity Composite

The final step in the field application of the mapping procedure was

to combine the three basic qualities of the visual resource being con-

sidered in the model into one composite map. These three included Visual

Prominence (number of times seen, length of time seen, screened areas);

Ability To Absorb Modification (distance, angle of view, and variety); and

Visual Interest (scenic quality and focal points). These three combined

formed the Visual Sensitivity Map (Figure 3).

The Visual Sensitivity Map represents a method of complying with LCDC's
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Goal #5. It represents an inventory of the visual resource and an

assessment of the visually sensitive area in the planning district.

After the visual resource has been inventoried, the next question

is how can it be planned for?

LAND USE CLASSIFICATION BY VISUAL IMPACT

The final part of this study attempted to find a way to classify

proposed land uses in regards to their potential effect on the visual

resource. Modification or changes that occur in the visual landscape

due to various land uses can enhance the scenic value, have little effect

on it, or detract from it. For example, most people would agree that a

covered bridge adds to the scenic value of a rural setting, and that a

power grid detracts from it.

Modifications in the visual landscape have different effects in

different places. Modifications that go unnoticed in one landscape may

be very obtrusive in another. A systematic method is needed for estimating

the effect particular land use proposals will have on the visual resource.

To accomplish this, planners should have a kind of checklist that

would identify qualities of the visual landscape that would be affected

by different land uses. The needed criteria to help define these qualities

already exists, some of which have been listed above. These include the

effects of line, form, color, texture, and scale (Litton, 1971).

Using a checklist, land uses can be analyzed for their potential to

modify the landscape. This listing can then be used with the visual

sensitivity map to estimate for any specific landscape unit whether or not

the visual impact of a proposed use is more likely to have a positive or
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a negative correlation with the scenic resource.

The problem foreseen in composing.such a checklist is that it re-

quires criteria which are esoteric nature. The criteria have been fairly

well defined already, but very little of the information has filtered

down to the local planning level where it can be used. This is probably

due more to the intangible nature of the subject matter than to the lack

of interest in it.

Checklist of Landscape Qualities

The qualities that make up the visual resource are many and varied.

A checklist that attempts to identify the important ones runs the risk of

leaving some out, and overemphasizing others. Nevertheless, while realiz-

ing its limitation, such as a checklist is still a useful tool for the

purpose of predicting visual impact.

Based on the information gathered in field testing the Visual Sensi-

tivity Map, and using criteria from several sources, qualities of the

landscape were compiled into a checklist to be used to analyze land uses

for their potential for impact on the visual resource. These qualities

are listed as follows:

Order Color

Image Texture

Scale Form

Line (Litton, 1971; Lynch, 1960;
Scott, 1951)

Some of the above qualities have been referred to before in the text and

their definition can be found in Appendix A. The others are defined as

follows:
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Order

Order is defined as the answer to a basic question concerning ele-

ments in the landscape, i.e., "how they relate?," "how they fit together?"

This is like Litton's criterion of unity referred to previously.

Order can be said to be inherent to the natural landscape. The

visible forms of the natural landscape such as mountains, valleys, plains,

water bodies, vegetation patterns, and animal life are subject to physical

laws. These laws, in time, give visible order to the natural environment.

This order is referred to sometimes as natural harmony, or the works of

nature.

The works of man introduce new forms into the landscape. They are

called artifacts. They are not formed directly from nature. Man has a

hand in shaping them. Man-made forms (artifacts) are therefore different

from natural ones.

Man-made forms and naturally-made forms do not always fit together

in the landscape in an orderly manner. When nature forms a landscape,

there is a uniform set of physical laws that regulate the formation of

the whole landscape. But with man dominated landscapes, the landscape

is segmented into private interests. Individuals separately manipulate

the landscape creating their own forms with little recognition of the

aggregate effect this has on the visual resource of the whole surrounding

area.

Image

Image is that quality in an object which evokes a strong sense of



identity from any given observer. The image means an impression which

typifies the classical characteristics that are associated with a parti-

cular kind of landscape. Examples of such landscapes that evoke a strong

impression include a rural landscape with a covered bridge, a city slum,

a forest meadow, etc.

Form

See Appendix A.

Color

See Appendix A.

Line

Line can be recognized in the landscape in different ways. One way

is as an edge or border between two solid planes, e.g., the edge of a

flat field where it meets the side of a hill, or the edge where water and

land meet, i.e., the shoreline.

Linear elements also can create spaces or impressions of spaces.

When two or more lines are extended in space, a visual plane can be esta-

blished between them. This plane has no physical substance but neverthe-

less, it defines space. A group of power lines is an example of this

effect. (Scott, 1951)

Lines can also be conceived of as directional cues leading the ob-

server to view a certain point in the landscape. An example of a natural

directive element is a stream or drainage basin. Highways, railroad

tracks, and utility corridors are examples of man-made directional lines

in the landscape.
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See Appendix B, Relative Size.

Texture

See Appendix A.

Land Use Analysis
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Using the checklist as a guide, a sample analysis was conducted of

major land uses. The land uses were analyzed in this general sample for

their potential positive or negative impact on the visual resource.

Land Use Categories

Land uses were categorized in the following manner:

Agricultural
-Well preserved
-Cultivated
-Non-cultivated
-Large land parcels
-Unkep t

Forested
-Clear-cuts

Land Related to Water
-Wetlands
-Riparian strips
-Shorelines

Vacant
-Unused land

Urbanized
-High density residential
-Medium density residential
-Low density residential

Conimer cial

-Central business core
-Shopping center
-Commercial strip

Industrial
-Light
-Heavy

Transportation
-Highway
-Railroad, Railroad yards
-Airport

Utilities
-Power line transmission
-Substations and Thans-
Loners

Mining and Waste Disposal
-Rock quarry and open
pit mines
-Garbage dumps and scrap
yards
-Sewage treatment plants

Recreational
-Golf course and scenic
parks

-Ski areas
-Amusement parks
-Sports facilities
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In the sample analysis of the land use categories listed above, each

land use was analyzed for its potential impact on the visual resource.

Land uses predicted to probably have a positive correlation with scenic

values were given a (+); those predicted to probably have a negative

correlation with scenic values were given a (-). Land uses which were

more difficult to predict were listed for both (+) and (-) impacts.

The actual analysis of the land use categories is described in

Appendix D. A summary of the results is listed in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Summary of Land Use Analysis

LAND USE POTENTIAL IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCE

Agriculture +

Forest +

Land Related to Water (Non-Polluted) +

Vacant Land

Urbanized
Residential High Density +,-
Residential Medium Density
Residential Low Density +,-

Commercial
Central Business Core +,-
Shopping Center +,-
Commercial Strip -

Industrial
Light Industry +,-
Heavy Industry +,-

Transportation
Highways
Railroads +,-
Railroad Yards -

Airports +,-
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LAND USE POTENTIAL IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCE

Utilities
Transmission Lines -
Substations and Transformers -
Mining and Waste Disposal -

Rock Quarry and Open Pit Mining -

Garbage Dumps and Scrap Yards -

Recreational
Golf Courses and Scenic Parks +
Ski Areas +,-
Amusement Parks
Sports Facilities +,-

Land Use Analysis Results

The sample analysis demonstrates a way in which the visual impact of

future land uses can be predicted. It allows planners to anticipate

conflicts within the visual resource. By anticipating high visual impacts

in some cases they can be reduced by requiring certain modifications in

design, or by locating the use in an alternate site.

SUMMARY

Application To Land Use Planning

The model demonstrated above offers a comprehensive evaluation of the

visual resource that considers more than just aesthetic quality. All

assessment models evaluate scenic quality, but not all are concerned with

what parts of the landscape people actually see. As an example, in the

Willamette Valley there are many scenic vistas (all of which are important),

but the visual image of the Valley that is impressed upon a majority of

those who pass through is formed in the six-mile strip of landscape on

either side of Interstate 5, and to a lesser degree, by the landscapes that
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parallel the other major arterials of the Valley. Whatever is concentrated

within these visual corridors (agricultural land, industrial parks, ware-

houses, suburban sprawl, etc.) will be all that the majority of people will

see of the Valley's visual resource.

Having a knowledge of the visual sensitivity of the landscape, and

the potential visual impact of different land uses, planners will be

better able to consider the visual resource in their planning recommenda-

tions. Planners might consider recommending land uses with high visual

impact to be located in areas of low visual sensitivity. They might also

want to consider performance standards that modify the visual impact of

certain land uses when they are located in areas of high visual sensitivity.

Recommendations for Further Study

The adapted model used in this study and the checklist developed for

analyzing the visual impact of land uses leave considerable room for im-

provement. More accurate, and more objective data can be gathered for

the model through the use of computer programs (Amidon and Eisner, 1968;

Eisner, 1971).

Another improvement would be to include in the model the "types of

observers" who normally view the visual resource. For example, there is

a difference in the visual sensitivity of a clear cut for the average

logger and the average tourist.

The criteria used for the scenic quality evaluation and the checklist

of the visual impact of land uses need to be expressed in more easily

understood terms, rather than the design terminology that is used. These

criteria also need more testing for objective validity. Tests with user
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groups should be conducted to determine, for instance, how results from

surveys such as this one compare with results of a random sampling of

viewers chosen to rate the scenic value of the same landscape.

Cnnnl iioi

The author fully realizes that Goal #5 is only one of many planning

goals. It is not the intention of this paper to rank them in any order

of importance. It is felt that each planning goal should be evaluated

first on its own merits before it is compared with other goals for the

necessary trade-of fs that accompany planning decisions.

What is suggested in this paper is the development of a systematic

approach to planning for the visual resource. The method outlined above

for assessing the visual sensitivity of the landscape and for planning

for the visual impacts of proposed land uses is intended for use at the

county level. It provides planners with a way to discuss this vague topic

with some degree of common ground, and it provides a method for complying

with a requirement of Goal #5.
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APPENDIX A

BASIC ELEMENTS IN THE LANDSCAPE

One of the essential elements, present in every landscape, is the

element of form. Form is defined to mean the element present in the land-

scape that enables the observer to distinguish individual things. Form

is perceivable only because the landscape continuum has visible differences

or contrasts. If this were not so, individual objects could not be dis-

tinguished, and all that would be visible would be a fog (Scott, 1951;

Vernon, 1962).

Examples of forms in the landscape are the upright parts of the geo-

morphic base such as mountains, hills and knolls. At a smaller scale,

examples include such things as trees and buildings. Upright forms are

also referred to as positive forms. This type of form is limited by its

opposite (negative form) space. Positive form and spatial form relate

to one another much in the same way light relates to darkness. Just as

a lighted candle is accentuated by a dark room, so also a positive form

is accentuated by space. When an observer sees spaces in relation to

positive forms, these spaces take on a form of their own called spatial

form, just as darkness often takes a form when seen next to light. Exam-

ples of spatial forms are such things as basins, valleys, and canyons. On

a smaller scale, spatial forms include such things as meadows, or town

plazas.

Form, once again, is defined to mean the quality present in the

landscape that enables the observer to distinguish individual things

Scott, 1951). This is an important concept in this study, because the

clarity with which forms are recognized is related to the aesthetic value



of the landscape.

There are many elements present in the field of vision that enable

the observer to distinguish forms. To be able to evaluate landscape

quality it is necessary to first identify the elements which help to

differentiate forms from one another.

In the search for what these elements are, one thing is obvious;

where there is a strong contrast in the landscape, forms are more easily

recognized. Areas where this contrast is recognized are referred to as

edge, boundary, border, etc.; e.g., the edge of forest and field.

A list of elements that affect the observer's ability to differentiate

form in the landscape are included here as a supplemental list to the

list of elements used in the inventory.

ELEMENTS THAT REVEAL FORM

Light

Light is manifested in the landscape basically as color. Color is

expressed in terms of value and hue.

Value

Value refers to the lightness and darkness of color tones. The

contrast in brightness between objects in the landscape plays an important

part in determining how well an observer can see the objects. Whenever

two objects of different tonal qualities, i.e., one dark, the other light

come into direct contact, the contrast will intensify the differences

between them.

"Experiment has shown that the perception of contour depends mainly

upon a sharp gradient in brightness between the surface of the object and



its background." (Vernon, 1962)

The following are examples of value contrasts commonly found in the

landscape:

1. The sky Is generally lighter than earth elements, dark clouds

being an exception.

2. Grasslands and many kinds of crops are lighter than tree, or

shrub cover.

3. Soil is likely to be lighter than tree or shrub cover, but some-

times darker.

4. Disturbed soil has a distinct value contrast compared to undisturb-

ed soil or plant cover.

5. Hardwoods are lighter than coniferous trees.

6. Overcast sunlight or flat lighting diminishes value contrast,

intense or full light increases it. This is directly affected

by the time of day together with the aspect of the landscapes'

slope, the climatic conditions, and the season of the year.

(Litton, 1968)

Hue

Hue refers to the difference between blueness, redness, and yellow-

ness in the color spectrum. When this quality is applied to things, it

refers to the reflecting character of their surfaces. Objects reflect

some wavelengths and absorb others. The differences in reflective sur-

faces helps set different things in contrast to one another.

Both properties of color, value and hue can provide vivid contrasting

effect in the landscape.



Isolation

Isolation gives an object prominence through separation, from its

surroundings. A landform set off by itself is distinguished when it is

observed in contrast to a neutral background.

Relative Size

Things are set in contrast to one another based on their relative

differences between their sizes. The attribute of the related and sensed

size of objects is ultimately sensed as a relationship to the human

figure. This relationship is referred to as scale. Objects that are on

a large scale tend to dominate their immediate surroundings. The ability

that size has to dominate is relative to the size of the field of vision,

and to the size of the other objects in the field.

Contour Distinction

Contour distinction refers to the occurrence in the landscape of a

sharp edge. Often times this edge is due to a change in topographic

relief. When the solid dimension of the geomorphic base is silhouetted

against the background of the sky, contour distinction is usually very

high. Edge can also be accented by separation (distances between edges),

or by a change of material (earth, water). The strong edge effect at the

coast line is a good example of contour distinction created by distance

between edges, and change of material.

Visual Texture

Forms in the landscape are also differentiated by their texture.

Texture refers to the way in which light is reflected off the surface of

an object. The textural quality of reflected light is another aspect of



light in addition to the amount and kind of light that creates tone and

color contrasts. Light that is reflected off a rough, jagged surface will

be scattered due to the variety of angular faces that reflect it. Light

reflected off of smooth, flat surfaces will be reflected with a minimum

of scattering. Words such as smooth, rough, hard, and soft help describe

the quality of texture.

Texture is evident in the landscape at different scales. It can, at

one scale, relate to individual objects such as the foilage of individual

trees and shrubs, or at a larger scale it can relate to the mass of a

composite group of objects such as a forest.

Pattern

%hen forms in the landscape are perceived in such a way that they

suggest a design, or a somewhat orderly distribution they are said to be

arranged in a pattern. Some of the ways in which patterns are perceived

is by texture, color, size, and shape.

Three major patterns are considered here.

1. Vegetative Patterns include natural vegetation such as forest

land, riparian vegetation, shrublands, and grasslands.

2. Water Patterns include all evident water forms both natural and

manmade.

3. Patterns of Human Impact include patterns created by manmade arti-

facts in the landscape, as well as patterns of cultivated fields

and orchards.

Enclosure

Enclosure refers to the definition of spatial form by its boundaries.

Considered are four aspects of these boundaries.



1. The proportion of wall height to floor expanse. The higher the

walls and the lesser the floor extent, the greater the spatial

definition and vice versa.

2. The nature of the enclosing wall and of the floor. The quality

of the walls and floor can add or detract from recognition of

spaces, the continuity of textural pattern on the floor and

on the walls, the steepness of the walls, and the severity of

the angle at which the wall joins to the floor can all add or

detract from the recognition of the spatial form.

3. The configuration of the floor as it meets the walls. The

simpler the configuration, and the less cluttered, the easier

the spatial form will be recognized.

4. Differences in absolute sizes also plays an important role in

differentiating spatial form (Litton, 1968).



APPENDIX B

LANDSCAPE TYPES

1. Panoramic Landscapes have little sense of enclosure. There is

hardly any restriction of view in the foreground and middle-

ground, allowing an open view for several miles to background

objects. Flat horizontal planes exemplify this type of terrain

such as seas, prairies, or a viewer's superior view of uniform

mountainous terrain.

2. Feature Landscapes are dominated by feature objects or groups of

feature objects. There must be something strong and distinct

about the feature for it to attract. It can refer to a large

landfortn such as Mt. Hood or it could include a tree form or a

vivid impression of water. The boundary of this kind of land-

scape includes all the area under the visual influence of the

feature.

3. Enclosed Landscapes refers to landscapes that are surrounded by

evident walls. A meadow in the forest is a good example of an

enclosed landscape, or another example would be a mountain valley

where the relationship of the walls to the valley floor is quite

noticeable. When the spatial definition is stronger, this type

of landscape is usually visually strong as well.

4. Focal Landscapes are created by parallel objects that are aligned

in such a way as to appear to converge upon a point. These type

of landscapes automatically draw the observer's attention to the

point of convergence called the focal area. The focal area or



the terminal area is the most significant part of this type of

landscape. Litton lists four kinds of terminal areas. These

are: a) convergence point, b) terminal feature, c) open portal,

and d) screened closure. Examples of focal landscapes in nature

are stream courses, elongated strips of riparian vegetation,

fault lines, etc. Examples of manmade focal landscapes are such

things as roadways through forests or along rivers.

5. Canopied Landscapes are characterized by an overhead ceiling

such as the crown cover of a forest. Such landscapes spatial

definition is dependent upon the vegetative pattern of the floor

as well as the density of the ceiling.

6. Detail Landscapes refer to the small segments of the overall

landscape. In viewing the detail landscape, the observer is

focusing on the small detail objects which make up the building

blocks of the overall landscape.

7. Ephemeral Landscapes are based on the transitory effects of the

environment. They are such things as atmospheric weather condi-

tions, like clouds, fog, sunset, etc.; images reflected in water

or the projection of shadows; objects that have been misplaced

such as fallen leaves or the effects of floods; signs of nature,

such as animal tracks, spider webs, etc.; and the presence of

animals in the landscape.

This landscape type is contained in the other types of landscapes

and when it is present with some degree of consistency, it

should be recorded as a noteworthy element of the landscape.

(Litton, 1968)



APPENDIX C

EVALUATION CRITERIA

Boundary Definition

Unity

Recognizable edge to enclosure. - - Vague definition - neither
Setting rim strongly defined, feeling of enclosure or openness.

Regular basin, symmetric cor-
ridor with focal feature
closures.

Variety

- - - Ill defined edges continual
absence of enclosure.

Adjacent and opposing landforms - - - Adjacent and opposing landforms
create dramatic contrast. indifferently different.

Gradual slope to vertical out- - - - Neither evident expression of
crops, pinnacles or cliffs. continuity or contrast.
Flat flood plain opposite river
cut bluff.

Contrast in sequential landforms. - - - Monotonous repetition of
landform.

Canyon walls opening to flood- - - - Continuous flat plains and
plain. Flood plain constricting low hills, continuous conifer
to young, eroding valley. covçred, uniform slope.

Vividness

Uniqueness of landform to region. - - - Common to region. Inconspicu-
ous because of ubiquity.

Widest flood plain, longest and - - Conspicuous due to a dis-
highest continuous escarpment. turbed condition, erosional
Righly dissected hill and valley topography from logging,
relief. Sharp contrast with ad- grading cut and fill.
jacent natural setting.



Enclosure

Unity

Evident spatial dimension and
limits to setting.

- - - Setting configuration produces
vague and detached extensions
of space.

Space enclosed by setting ap- - - Total enclosure of setting
pears to be measurable with never apparent from any
no vague openings into other vantage point.
settings.

Clearly defined space, e.g.,
crater or caldera.

Variy

Contrast of scales within
enclosure - small scale side
enclosures into large scale
central enclosure.

- - - Limits to enclosure weakly
defined - space of one setting
drifts into spaces of adjoin-
ing settings.

- - Uniform scale within total
enclosure. Variations in-
conspicuous.

Contrast between types and - - - Continuous type and degree of
degree of enclosure - transi- enclosure throughout setting
tion from completely open to unit.
strongly enclosed symmetric
corridor or basin.

Vividness

Ratio of depth over width - - - Ratio of depth to width average
highest in region. to region.

Average elevational dif- - - Elevation difference average
ference between height of en- to region width of setting
closure rim and landscape or greater than average.
water body greatest in region.

Landscape has a width-length - - - Common to region - average
depth ratio that is great or dimensions.
unique for region.

Panoramic many distant focal - - - Oppressively confining-bottom
points, of trench. Claustrophic

condition.



Landform Definition

TJni ty

Consistent pattern evident - - - Inconsistent and varying
around setting. Entire set- combination of land forms
ting composed of consistent evident pattern.
land form expression.

Slope definition of undulating - Opposing slopes of valley
hill and swale repetition. unrelated.
Encircling scree slope. Op-
posing canyon walls.

Vividness

Striking contrast between ad- - - - Contrast between natural and
jacent settings forest to disturbed vegetation patterns -
open flats of meadow and sage. clear cut balds, fire scars,

earth and snowslides, ad-
joining virgin stands.

Unique vegetation cover - - - Vegetation cover extends homo-
associated with setting, as geniously over entire region
tallest redwoods, most exten- without exception to any set-
sive flat of cottonwoods, or ting. Fir forest, sage-covered
grove of oaks. plateau.

Features

Unity

Features have evident inter-
relationship, same material,
color, and texture.

Arranged in compositional
groups to form pattern.

Vividness

Presence of large features
highest peak in region, largest
or tallest escarpment.

Regionally distinctive or
conspicuous

- - - Interrelationship not evident
among features, chaotic assem-
blage.

- - - Appear to be scattered randomly
about setting.

- - - No distinctive features.

- - - Numerous small features with
a common appearance.



Feature present as backdrop to - - - Feature not visually related
body of water - feature's image to water presence.
reflected in water.

Feature coincides and rein- - - - Feature unrelated to sequence
forces focal direction of set- of landscape views.
ting unit - feature in corridor
enclosure a focal point at the
end of the corridor.

Water feature apparent within - - Water feature hidden by
setting. vegetation/terrain - hazardous

access.

etation Patterns

Unity

Entire setting covered by single - - - No vegetation pattern apparent.
vegetation type.

Consistent symmetry of vege- - - - Chaotic mixture of many assorted
tational zones up opposing valley vegetation types.
slopes.

Strongly defined pattern - - - Vegetation density and height
conforms to setting - contributes obscures landform definition
internal consistency. and water presence.

Setting characterized by - - - Obscures features. Severely
dominant conifer cover within limits the number of vantage
and grassland externally points within the setting.
dominant.

Variety

Strongly developed pattern - Vegetation pattern weakly
from consistent variety within defined.
setting.

Contrast between north and - - - Neither consistent cover or
south facing slopes, riparian contrasting expression. Ap-
and non-riparian, and high parently random distribution
elevations and lower elevations, of vegetational types.
Bald ridges and forested slopes.



Pattern developed within setting -
contrasts with adjacent setting
vegetational pattern.

Vividness

- - Variety increased to chaotic
degree by introduction of
exotic species in unrelated
plantings. Variety decreased
by forest practices.

Sharply defined eges. Pro- - - - Vague edges that blend with
minent ridges against the sky setting and external settings
or outlined against distant beyond.
horizons.

Edge itself stands out from - - - Ridge line difficult to
setting - bald ridge to forested distinguish.
slopes, rock outcrops to grass-
land slopes.

Evidence of Human impact

Unity

Consistent pattern within land- - - Development has no apparent
scape unit that is indigenous pattern and appears to sprawl
to the region. Valley in crop across the landscape.
pattern surrounded by continuous
forest cover.

Development patterns rein-
force natural patterns. High-
ways paralleling drainage cour-
ses, fences following contour
lines. Use of construction
materials and colors that blend
with the landscape.

Variety

Increase the richness of varia-
tion in natural patterns.

Planting of hedgerows and field
borders on flat plains; break-
ing of continuous forest cover
with openings of meadows.

- - - Development forms no apparent
pattern or the pattern that
is evident conflicts with
the natural pattern. Highways
zigzaging across drainage
pattern.

Development has evidently
decreased the natural diversity
by imposing a structured pat-
tern of conformity. Grid
street and utility layout.
Removal of indigenous vege-
tation.



Vividness

Development of striking fea- - - -
tures. Country estates,
well kept farms, log cabins,
covered bridges. Town cluster.

Prominence

Unity

Size and appearnce of water
body and the enclosing set-
ting harmoniously balancing
one another. Unifying
proportions.

Variety

Contrasts in prominence of
waterscape within setting
unit. Narrow stream widens
into lake, lake changes to
wide stream meanders.

Development of features that
degrade the surrounding land-
scape. Industrial operations,
mining scars, dumps, produc-
tion of smoke and particulate
matter, utility grids, bill-
boards.

- - - Size and appearance of water
body out of scale with set-
ting that encloses it. Water
body over sized or undersized
to setting, as a river that
looks out of proportion to its
water course, or a reservoir
that drowns a valley.

- - - Constant size and appearance
of waters cape through setting
unit no variation apparent.

Contrasts in degree of water - - Prominence of water unchanged
prominence in sequence of from all vantage points in
vantage points around the the setting. Image of size
setting. Surprising changes and appearance remain constant.
of water image.

Vividness

Evident movement features as
rapids, waterfalls.

Large expanse of water sur-
face evident.

- - - Still water no movement
evident.

- - - Narrow streak of area of
surface water insignificant
in scale to surrounding
setting.



Striking appearance by virtue
of clarity, color or light
reflection.

Continuity

Unity

- - - Water appearance backgrounds
or blends with setting.
Brown-green water color
blends with setting. Water
usually seen at non-reflective
angles.

Waterscape has strongly de- - - - Weakly defined continuity-
fined internal unity that waterscape composed of seg-
extends beyond setting mented reaches or bodies
(usually in two directions) without a well-expressed
to imply distant continuity connective and directive
with other settings. link.

Changes in setting unit are
reflected by a change in the
waterscape unit, or a change
to a different waterscape
unit. Edge of waterscape
unit and setting unit coin-
cident.

Variety

Adjacent waterscape units
provide striking contrast
within setting unit.

Vividness

- - - Changes in setting unit have
no apparent relation with
the character of the water-
scape unit.

- - - Adjacent waterscape units
provide clashing contrast
within setting unit - as
wild flow into dammed stag-
nant stretch.

Distant views of waterscape - - - Waterscape can not be seen
beyond either end of setting to be totally within or
unit. without the setting unit.

Prano4 4-4 nn

Unity

Shore definition acts as trans- - - Shore and setting definitions
ition grade to link water to appear unrelated to each other.



setting. Dramatic sweep from
water to shore to setting in
harmonious continuity of
transition.

Variety

Dramatic alteration between - - -
contrast and harmonious b lead-
ing of shore to setting.
Beach to cliff with low mea-
dow transition.

Vividness

Striking contrast between
shore definition and setting
definition. Gentle broad
beach to towering cliffs.

Neither continuity or con-
trast expressed.

Monotonous continuity of
same transition expression
all along shore and setting
juncture. Continuous low
mud bank to willow flat
transitions along river.

- - - Clashing contrast between
shore definition and setting
definition. Contrast between
degraded and pristine, erod-
ing and stable. The rim of
a reservoir that is receding
against a forested preserve.



APPENDIX D

LAND USE ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL IMPACT

Agriculture: Generally has a positive effect on the visual resource.

-Neat, well preserved rural landscapes present a clear and orderly image
that is widely recognized as a scenic tourist attraction (e.g., Ireland,
Scotland, the Conneticut Valley, etc.).

-Its relatively smooth surface is of a consistent texture and color giving
a sense of order to the landscape. This unifying effect on the landscape
is magnified in cultivated fields vs. non-cultivated ones and in areas
specializing in a particular crop, e.g., wheat or grass fields. Pasture
lands that specialize in one form of livestock have a similar unifying
effect, e.g., cattle, sheep country.

-Agricultural land is noteworthy for its well defined boundaries creating
distinct contour lines at the edges that are helpful in defining terrain
form (Litton, 1971).

-The above mentioned qualities are accentuated when fields are viewed
against a background of hills or mountains.

-When land parcels in agricultural zones are big, their large unified
surface creates a mass element in the landscape which stands out as a
dominant force.

-Unkept agricultural lands left in disrepair lose their sense of order
and image. As they revert back to natural vegetation, they lose most of
the positive qualities mentioned above.

Forest: Generally has a positive effect on the visual resource.

-Forested landscapes have the ability to evoke a strong image of wilder-
ness and naturalness. They are a source of unity with the past, a place
to observe nature relatively free from the influence of man.

-The uniformity of the forests' surface texture and color adds continuity
to the landscape creating a unifying effect.

-Forest edges form a strong contrast with non-forested lands creating
distinct contour lines that help define land forms.

-Color contrasts within the forest are often vivid such as between deci-
duous and coniferous trees. These contrasts help define land forms and
the presence of water. The bright colors of deciduous trees in the
forest provide dominate scenes during the fall season.



-Scale becomes a strong attractive force in some areas of the forests
where old growth stands reach great heights and breadths, e.g.,
Redwoods, Douglas Fir, Sitka Spruce, etc.

-Forested lands often accompany the presence of steep terrain, thus
helping to define this land formation. They also provide a strong
unified background for other land uses located in front of them.

-The forest as seen silhoutted against the skyline helps define land
forms and evokes a strong impression of form in the landscape.

-Clear cuts in the forest have a potentially negative impact on the
visual resource. Clear cutting timber in geometrically designed
blocks leaves the vivid imprint of a contrasting unnatural form in
the forest landscape. Clear cuts are further accentuated from the
regular forest covering by contrasting color and texture.

-The forest is a rich source of wildlife habitat which add substantially
to the scenic resource.

Land Related to Water: Non-polluted water rates high for its positive
effect on the visual resource (Zube, et al.,
.1975).

Wetlands: Includes marshes, flooded meadows, swamps, and bogs that
have woody vegetation resistant to frequent flooding
(Smardon, 1975).

-Wetland's unique vegetation adds to the variety of texture, color,
and forms as seen in natural contrast with the surrounding landscape.
Sometimes wetlands are an open space within a forested landscape,
sometimes they provide forest and open space within an urbanized
landscape (Smardon, 1975).

-Wetland's create strong contrast with surrounding landscapes along
their edges especially when water is present. This helps to define
form in the landscape.

-They are a rich source of wildlife habitat, especially waterfowl which
adds substantially to the visual resource.

Riparian Strip: The vegetation that grows along the banks of a stream.

-A riparian strip clearly defines the presence of a stream. It adds
strength to the rural image of the countryside, and has a park-like
effect in urban areas.

-Because of its continuity from one landscape to another, a riparian
strip brings a sense of unity and order to a landscape.



-Riparian strips create a strong edge that help define the boundaries
of fields in rural landscapes.

-It is a valuable source of wildlife habitat for many animals and
especially waterfowl which add to the scenic resource. It also is
a big factor in the preservation of cold water during the summer
months preserving trout, summer run steelhead, and other cold water
fish which add to the aesthetic value of the landscape.

Shoreline:

-Shorelines are noted for their vivid contrast in surface materials
(land-water). They present a sharp contour line distinction with
contrasting texture, color, and form.

-Shorelines have an ability to evoke a strong image of recreation
and scenic attraction and are widely recognized as magnetic tourist
attractions (e.g., the Oregon Coast, Cape Cod, Lake Tahoe, etc.).

-The scale of the water body has an effect on the contrast created
by shoreline. A larger mass of water strengthens the effect of the
contrast (e.g., ocean, Columbia River, Lake Tahoe, etc.).

-The presence of sand along a shore line either as a flat beach or
in the form of dunes strengthens the image of the shore line as a
place for recreation, and also reinforces the element of order in
the landscape through repetition.

Vacant Land: Often has a negative effect on the visual resource.

-Vacant land here refers to a very specific kind of land, i.e., land
that is not used for anything, but is being held as an investment.

-Vacant land that is within a city, or land that is within a sud-
divided parcel that has been taken out of agricultural use and left
idle is generally weak in texture, and has weak boundary lines.

-Vacated agricultural land or vacated urban land left in disrepair
has a sensed lack of order and adds to the image of disunity in the
visual resource.

Residential: Can have a positive or negative effect on the visual
resource.

High Density Residential:

Positive

-Neighborhood has strong
sense of character. Image
of neighborhood strengthened

Negative

-Has poor identity. Monotonous
uniform rows of buildings.



by focal points that give
it identity, e.g., park,
plaza, neighborhood grocery,
theatre, cafe, church, etc.

-Neighborhood well ordered
with clustered buildings and
well defined open spaces,
orderly, good functioning
circulation patterns made
with unique surface textures
that create interest and
add continuity to neighbor-
hood, e.g., brick or cobble-
stone streets.

-Natural forms present in the
landscape to modify all the
man-made forms.
Small parks, landscaped open
spaces, street trees with
good canopy.

-Cars are not allowed to be
dominant mass element,
modified by tree canopy.

-Utility lines buried under-
ground.

-Attractive outdoor lighting.

-Building form and cons truc-
tion materials selected with
consideration of setting
(add to neighborhood
character). Texture and
color of buildings add to
image of neighborhood, e.g.,
balconies with planter boxes,
minature gardens, hanging
plants, etc.

Medium Density Residential:

Positive

-Neighborhood has strong
identity, focal points such
as park, school, churches,
neighborhood grocery, etc.
Strong well defined boundar-
ies, established by wide

-Uniform rows of buildings.

-Poorly defined circulation
patterns with congested narrow
streets.

-Void of natural forms, no green
spaces, no tree canopy.

-Cars, utility lines, and concrete
dominate lands cape.

-Outdoor lighting poor.

-Buildings plain, box-like

-No place to display flowers or
planters.

Negative

-Neighborhood lacks any focal
points, weak identity, neigh-
borhood boundary lines poorly
defined.

-Block after block of uniform



boulevard, water body, or
topographic feature, etc.

-Natural vegetations pro-
tected as much as possible,
especially on forested hill-
sides.

-Construction materials and
building forms selected with
consideration of setting,
and neighborhood character.

-houses well kept and well
landscaped with good tree
canopy throughout neighbor-
hood.

-Streets wide enough to avoid
congestion, sidewalks continu-
ous throughout neighborhood.

-cars do not dominate land-
scape, nunlerous street trees
with good canopy modifies
human artifacts with natural
forms.

-Utility lines buried under-
ground, or modified by
Street trees.

houses, no identity.

-Natural vegetation completely
removed; obtrusive bald areas
created on forested hillsides.

-Buildings clash with one another,
built without concept of neigh-
borhood character, no order.

-Houses in disrepair; yards un-
kept; tree canopy poor.

-Narrow, congested streets,
sidewalks not continuous.

-Cars and utility lines dominate
landscape.

Low Density Residential: One acre lots to five acre lots.

-One acre lots have the same general descriptive analysis as medium
density with some exceptions, such as, sidewalks will probably be
non-existant at this density, and cars will generally be parked off
the Street or road.

Positive

Five acre lots have potential for negative
impact on the visual resource due to the
creation of vacant land.

Negative

-Country estates or suburban -Small portion of property used
homes with large, well kept for house and yard, rest left
grounds, garden, small orchard vacant (see vacant land
and strong boundary lines, classification).
such as attractive well kept
fences or hedges.



-Creates clear image of well
kept landscape.

-Buildings form and con-
struction materials chosen
with recognition of setting.

-Unused part of property left
idle; not rural, not residential
creates element of disorder in
landscape.

-Building form and construction
materials selected with no
consideration for effect on
visual resource.

-Natural vegetation protected -Natural vegetation completely
especially on forested hill- removed. Large bald spots
sides. created on forested hills,

introduce strong contrast

Commercial:

Central Business Core: Can have both positive and negative effects
on the visual resource.

Positive

-Clearly defined central
business district becomes
a focal point for a commun-
ity, helps give order to the
visual image of a city,
strong element in giving
city an identity.

-Well defined boundary lines,
e.g., main boulevard, water
body, or topographic fea-
ture create strong edge,
clearly defined business
district.

-Buildings, construction
material, and form, chosen
with recognition of setting,
strengthen city character,
add to identity of city,
add dimension of order.

-Contains well defined open
space with plaza, water
features, small parks, etc.,
as focal points.

-Natural forms penetrate ur-
ban landscape, Street trees

Negative

-No centralized business district,
or poorly defined one. Com-
mercial buildings scattered
throughout city. No focal
point, weak identity, weak
image.

-Poor boundary definition. No
clear line to clarify where
business district is.

-Buildings form, textures, and
colors selected with no apparent
recognition of surroundings.
Lack of identity, lack of
harmony.

-Buildings all in a row. No open
spaces. No features. No
natural forms in landscape.
Sterile.



and planters, add color and
variety.

-Attractive light fixtures,
drinking fountains, and
unique surface material,
e.g., brick, cobblestone,
help establish continuity
throughout business district,
strengthen sense of identity.

-Utilities buried underground.

-Landscape reveals no character
or sense of identity.

-Cars, utility lines, and
concrete dominate landscape.

Shopping Center: Can have positive or negative effect on visual
resource.

-Construction materials and
form of shopping center
selected with recognition
of surroundings, expressive
of areas image or character,
e.g., modern, western flavor,
old town, waterfront, rural,
etc.

-Automobile is not allowed to
dominate the landscape,
parking underneath buildings,
outside lots screened,
segmented using partitions,
vegetation, tree canopy,
etc., to reduce impact.

-Shopping center's color and
design, texture, clash with
surroundings, built with little
recognition of areas' character.

-Parking lots mass element,
dominate landscape. No effort
to modify mass scale by seg-
menting into smaller parcels.

Commercial Strip: Often has a negative effect on the visual resource.*

-Commercial establishments spread out along a major street or highway
(strip) are designed with the purpose of competing for the traveler's
attention. This goal in many cases is not conducive to having a
positive effect on the visual resource, often just the opposite is
true.

-By spreading the commercial buildings of a community along a strip,
the commercial sector is decentralized and less defined, especially
when commercial strips occur in several locations within one commun-
ity. It introduces an element of discord into the order of a to:n
or city, and thereby weakens the form of the city.

*Commercial strips in small towns are often synonomous with central busi-
ness cores and should be evaluated under the latter heading, e.g., Sisters,
Canon Beach, Oregon, etc.



-Landscapes along commercial strips are often a disordered array of
large signs, neon lights, utility lines, automobiles, and concrete.

-Vegetation is often looked upon as a screen, and competition for
the traveler's attention; therefore, in many places along the strip
it is discouraged.

-Within the citypart of the negative visual impact of a commercial
strip can be absorbed by surrounding developments. In rural areas,
however, the lights, materials, colors, the large signs, the forms
that make up a commercial strip reach a maximum level of contrast
with the natural forms of the rural landscape. It is a contrast
that lacks unity and order, and one which often results in a high
negative impact on the visual resource.

Industry:

Light Industry: Can have positive or negative effect on the visual
resource.

Positive Negative

-The industry is a visible
manifestation of the human
activities associated with
an area, e.g., food pro-
cessing plant, in agri-
cultural area. Helps define
the image of the community.

-Construction materials and
form of buildings selected
in recognition of setting.

-Stock yards and loading
docks screened from outside
view.

-Natural forms introduced
to moderate the effects of
man-made forms. Good land-
scaping, well maintained,
good tree canopy.

-Parking lots segmented and
screened by berms, vegetation,
tree canopy, etc., to reduce
mass effects of parked cars
and large blocks of asphalt.

-Industry not related to sur-
roundings; appears out of place.

-Construction materials and
building design chosen with no
concern for the setting. Color,
texture, and form of building
obtrusive; looks out of place
in setting.

-Stock .yards and loading areas
in full view of passing
automobiles.

-No efforts made to reduce the
visual effects of the industry.

-Parking lots in full view, large-
scale, mass element, dominates
landscape; no effort to reduce
effect. Solid asphalt mass when
empty. Solid mass of automobiles
when full.



Heavy Industry: Can have positive effect on visual resource, but
also has great potential for negative effect.
Heavy industry due to its large scale,.is a dominant
force in any landscape. Its location is a critical
factor in determining how it will effect the visual
resource.

Positive

-The industry is a visible
manifestation of the human
activities associated with
an area, e.g., a lumber
mill in a small lumber town.

-The industry is located in
an industrial park that is
zoned in a well planned loca-
tion, one tailored to fit
the surrounding community.

-Industry's impact on sur-
roundings is partially ab-
sorbed by the presence of
other industries in the
immediate area.

-Where possible visual im-
pact of buildings, stock
yards, loading areas, and
parking lots are modified
as discussed above (light
industry).

Tranportation

Negative

-The industry bares no associa-
tion to the surroundings, e.g.,
metal manufacturer in the middle
of an agricultural landscape.

-The industry stands out in a
location where it sharply con-
trasts with other land uses;
e.g., residential areas, rural
countryside, alongside scenic
park, etc.

-No effort made to reduce visual
impact.

Highways: Rates both positive and negative for its effect on the
visual resource.

Positive

-Creates scenic pathways
through the landscape, re-
veals landscape in a well
ordered sequence, is molded
to fit the landscape, flows
with the landscape (e.g.,
1-205, between 1-5 and
Oregon City).

Negative

-Designed with little recognition
of the visual resource. Mono-

tonous straight line (e.g.,
parts of 1-5 in the Willamette
Valley).



-Modifies impact of contrast-
ing highway surface with
landscape, separates lanes
on interstate with landscape
strips, split level north
and south lanes, landscaped
right-of-way, litter
removed.

-Create a sharp boundary;
helps define the border of
a neighborhood, or city
limits, etc.

-Create features in the land-
scape that help express its
character, e.g., covered
bridge, a towering bridge
over a deep gorge; tunnels,
etc.

-Regulate the use of land in
areas where the strong linear
element of the highways design
draws the viewer's attention
to a focal point (e.g., where
highway disappears from view)
thereby creating a very
sensitive area for visual
impact.

-No effort made to modify the
visual effect of highway. Four-
lane highway introduces mass
element, foreign element con-
flicts with rural landscape,
poorly maintained right-of-
way, litter, etc.

-Create an element of discord
by subdividing a unified land-
scape with a strong line of
division, e.g., splitting a
neighborhood, dividing a unified
rural landscape.

-Create unnatural forms, mass
forms in the landscape causing
high negative impact, i.e.,
certain large land fills, and
large cuts.

-Makes no effort to control land
uses in areas that are especial-
ly sensitive to highway views
(e.g., clear cuts in landscapes
that are highly sensitive to
visual impact due to the effect
of the highway).

Railroads: The railroad has basically the same general analysis as
the highway. With the exceptions that its surface impact
is less, and its design is much more restricted by the
nature of its load.

Railroad yards present a problem for the visual resource
much in the same way as do heavy industry. Because of
their scale, railroad yards should be located in areas
where other large-scale man-made elements are congregated,
e.g., industrial areas.

Airports: Depending on the scale, airports have a wide variation of
impact on the visual resource.

Large Airports: Large scale airports obviously have a large impact
on the visual resource. This can be positive or
negative.



Positive

-Airport is located in a well
planned area that is tailored
to fit the surrounding area.

-Construction materials and
form of airport buildings,
selected with recognition
of surroundings. Expressive
of area's image or character.

-Strong effort made to reduce
visual impact.

-Mass elements of concrete
or asphalt runways segmented
with strips of vegetation,
e.g., Shannon International,
has hay fields.

Negative

-Airport has a poor site loca-
tion with obvious conflict of
land uses visible, e.g., next
to residential area.

-Airport construction materials
and form clash with surroundings,
built with little consideration
of local character.

-Little effort to reduce visual
impact.

-Massive unbroken areas of land
covered with concrete and
asphalt.

-Parking lots segmented with -Parking lot onemaSS element.
landscaping and trees to
reduce mass effect.

Small Airports: The visual impact of small airports is relatively
low.

Rural airports can be an attractive element in the landscape, helping
to express the rural characteristics of the community, e.g., a
small grass airfield with a wind sock.

Utilities

Utilities generally have a high negative effect on the visual resource.

-Power lines together with their supports, and right-of-way strips,
introduce an element into the natural landscape that is foreign.
In many places it creates disorder. Its impact is especially high
in natural landscapes that have few man-made artifacts, and have a
strong wilderness image, e.g., many Western scenic vistas are nega-
tively influenced by power grids.

-In forested lands the utility line right-of-way is a wide path stripped
of vegetation. This introduces a highly contrasting straight line
into the forest, forming an axis, that dominates and divides the
landscape.



-Utility poles and towers have a strong effect on the visual resource.
Their effect is based to a large degree on their size, color, the
material from which they are made, and their location.. For example,
in rural areas small wooden utility poles accompanying a road can
add to the rural image of the landscape and help define it. Large-
scale modern utility towers on the other hand, often introduce an
element of disorder into natural landscapes.

-Federal agencies such as the Forest Service have derived ways to
reduce the visual effect of transmission lines in natural land-
scapes.

Substations and Transformers: Have a high negative effect on the
visual resource.

-The construction materials, texture, and form of substation and
transformers introduce an element of disorder into almost every
landscape with the possible exception of hydroelectric dams,
electric power plants, and heavy industries.

-Screening substations and transformers from public view by selection
of location, by the use of berms and landscaping, has a positive
effect on the visual resource.

Mining and Waste Disposal: Rates as a negative impact on the visual
resource.

Rock Quarry and Open Pit Mining:

-Disturbs the surface of the natural landscape creating an element
in the landscape that is foreign in color, texture, and form.

-Screening rock quarries and open pit mines from public view by care-
ful selection of their location, by the use of berms, and landscaping,
has a positive impact on the visual resource.

Garbage Dumps and Scrap Yards:

-Garbage dumps and scrap yards introduce a disordered array of colors,
textures, and forms into the balanced order of the natural landscape.

-The degree of negative impact of dumps and scrap yards depends on
their scale and the nature of their surroundings.

-Screening these areas as discussed above has a positive effect on
the visual resource.



Sewage Treatment Plants:

-The effect sewage treatment plants have on the visual resource varies.
It depends on their scale, the materials used in their construction,
the sense of order present in their design, and the landscaping used
to modify their impact.

-Well designed and well landscaped treatment plants have at worst
a neutral impact on the "visual resource".

Recreational Land Use: Has both positive and negative effect on
the visual resource.

Positive

Golf Courses and Scenic Parks:

-They are designed to bring out
the best of the natural land-
scape, and have a positive
effect on the visual resource.

Ski Areas:

-When designed properly to blend
into the natural landscape, ski
areas can add to the visual re-
source. Create image of ski
resort or village, rustic
atmosphere.

-Parking modified with good use
of vegetative screens and berms
segmenting lots.

Amusement Parks:

-Well designed amusement parks
can have a positive effect on
the visual resource depending
on the site selection, the
selection of building materials,
the form of the buildings, and
the amount and quality of the
landscaping used.

Negative

-Have potential for negative
visual impact. Ski runs and
chair lifts introduce unnatural
forms into the natural landscape.
Large unbroken parking lots add
mass element into landscape that
can be foreign to landscape.
Buildings not constructed with
consideration for setting.

-Poorly designed amusement parks
can add negative elements to the
visual resource depending on
their scale, what they are located
next to, the materials used in
their construction, and the lack
of the use of modifying elements
to reduce contrast with their
surroundings.



Sport Facilities:

-Sport facilities choice of
materials, forms, scale,
etc., fits the site,
recognize surrounding land-
scape.

-Use of visual modifications
that help reduce the visual
impact on the surroundings,
e.g., berms, sunken field,
landscaping, etc.

-Reduced visual impact of
massive parking areas by
screening and segmentation.

-Site does not consider visual
effect of facilities on sur-
roundings.

-Building materials and forms of
facilities selected without
consideration of surroundings.

-Creates massive parking lots
without anything to reduce their
negative effects.


